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By WILLIAM E. HOWARD
United Press Start Correspondent
1
WASHINGTON DI— Preadent
Eisenhower teday was reported
ady In pueh a "era*" prom in Cangrees to spit ballistic missiles quickly in strategic
NATO countries.
Informed
sources
said
the
President is planning to ask for
the money in an all-nut emergency drive to. move up t h e
deadline — previotaily set for
mid-I59 — fur placing Intermeliate Range Ballistic Missiles
fIRBMst in defensive positions
9g -Iins: Russia.
NATO military chiefs 'agreed
this week, the sources rek,ealed.
to basing IRBMs ip'Britain, Turkey. France and The Netherlands in that order of priority
But defense experts questioned new much the deadline could
be advanced, even if funds were
mode available immediately.
Ike Prepares Report
A First there is the preblern cd
ilgettiag the missiles into production. And the selection of
sites, construction of the oases
and the working out of agreements on who will pull the trigger in case of attack are all expected to be time-consurning.
The President, who kept his
sCheebule clear of appointments
today. was prepahng his raport
1.0 •,tie nation Monday night an
Jhe decisions made at the NATO
Ifneering. He may stied more
hetet then on missile-base plans.
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles said n Madrid he rract
diseased with Spain's General--

Presbyterians
Plan Special
Carol Service

I

MIST
ENT
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The College Presbyterian
Mont Choir will give a candleheist earn; a4rviee of worship to
start the celebration of the
ehrietmas season.
'1' The pr-gram will be given in
song and prase, with the assist-ance of Dr. Orvalaff" Austin,
minister of the churrh, and dedicated to the Christian meaning
of Christmas. At the close of
the pragram a ceremony including the entire earegregation receiving and passing the light
will be performed.
The oarxileligfht service will be
lat 5:30 p.m. December 22, in the
iranctuaey of the College Presbyterian Church at the corner at
Ifith and Main streets. The pub1w is invited to attend.
Children who are membets of
the Junior Choir are Nancylee
Mote. Marion
Austin. Jane
Bel;oe, Beverly Goode, Jiane
Larsen, Edwin Larsen, Laura
Miss, Elizabeth Perkins, John
Thiaria, Sue Ellen Pharis, PatriMan Stetyler, Jeanne
Ja
Stetyler, Margaret Stetyler,
Teehume. Nicholas Tertune,
and. Er.zatiotili Wood:. The organist will be Miss Mary Jane
Amain, director of the choir is
Margret Austin.

SIDS

-time Francisco Franco in an
•entimate" NATO report Friday
"the possibility of nv:sailes being
brought to Eurepe."
Dulles Due Back
"But we did net mention the
possibility of missiles being- based in Spain," Dulles said. The
secretary, whe held a two-hour
:alk with Franco, was due back
in Washington ttr:s afternoon.
Paris sources indica4ed Dulles
may ha v e beeneounding out
Franco. They said the United
S.ates was considbring negotiating wah Spain for setting up
American mile bases, although
Spain is not a NATO member.
No price tag was placed by
sources here on :he reported Eisenhower plan to hurry up the
European missile bases.
But they said that, under she
plan missiles would pe g.ven as
direct US. aid to the four nee
•
WIth Otis cauntre helping
ananciaily in construe: mg t ii e
.asee.
Given Tip Off
Americans were rtven a womb•• 0%.
•r tjo-eff et.4
tr. checkmate Russia's missile
misfit was going ta cosi plenty
—and practically erase any faint
tresses of a tax reduction next
rear.
.linfense Secretary Neil H. Merit°, mid the President would
seek for about one billion doltars
more for defense in a supplemental appropriation for this
fiscal year. venue, ends June 30.
1958. It would be in addition to
an expected increase of about 2
billion dollars in the 1959 defense budget.
McElroy said the new money
was needed because of an increase in spending for missiles
and other defense projects. He
erriptialeized the iniseele program
played a "very big" role an the
s for
decisien to go to Congre,
more funds.

Hostile Skies
Hit Nation With
Tornadoes, Rain

By UNITED PRESS
Hostile skies which unleashed
a series of rare December tornadoes in the Midwest jatg this
week followed up with small
twisters in the South, then covered the nation with a perverse
weather Pattern.
Tornado-hit areas in the midwest, were pelted with heavy
rains which diminished late Friday, but a warning was issued
that the Sangamon River in
central Illinois would crest four
feet above flood stage today.
Several small wind funnels
touched at Littleyille and Clanton. Ala., injuring seven persons.
destroying several homes and
damaging at least 50 others.
In Oakland, N.J., police warned
396 families they have have to
evacuate their homes as the
Rampo River rose to 4.5 feet
above normal early today. Heavy
rains had already caused swirling waters to course through the
streets in three sections of the
city.
Murphysbone Ill., chief victim
of the roving band of tornadoes,
was still without electricity late
Friday. and cold, drizzly weather
prevailed. Plans were being made
to rebuild and provide food,
warmth and clothing for the
tornadoes victims.
Warm temperatures with heavy
showers prevailed over the area
east of .the Ohio Valley into New
England and the Mid-Atlantic
Coast states. Temperatures in the
50s and 60s were general in matt
of New England, and rain deKentucky --- Generally fair posits up to an inch occurred 4$1
with modergte temperatures to- parts iif New York and Pennsylvania
y and Sunday.
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Elvis Presley
Is Booked Solid For
Two Straight Years

N.A.T.O. Missiles
Will Be Pushed

summingsunmungsummeomat
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SAVED BY .
:111.UE BAIT" DOCTOR --Mrs. Geraldine Carter
puts a comforting hand on her dog
Squeaky in etaltimure following an operation
by Dr. Alfred Blalock, famed -blue baby" surgeon. The dug developed symptumr similar
to those of a "blue baby," and Dr. Blalock
decided
to perform an operation as a small thank-you
to all the dogs which have been used an
medical
research. Examination discloped that Squeaky's
uitestines were misplaced as a result of an auto
mishap. Dr. Blalock set them to rights.
(international Boundpaotue
_

Russia Rejects
Minister's Call

Pre-Christmas
Burley Sales End

City. County. State Police
To Be Connected In System

MEMPHIS, Tenn.. Dec. 21 fir
—Rick 'n roll idol Elvis Presley.
A new police radio network radio network in the event of
22, was booked solid today for will connect the city and county a national emergency,•
a two year eagaeemen' with the police and will provide connecThe council voted unanimously
tion with the state police radio o make the purchase and gave
Army.
"stem also, after action taken Mayor Ellis the authority to
The guitar-thump:reg. crooner last night by the Murray City execute the contract.
gz't ho induc iori neeice Friday Council.
Guy Spann, chairman of a
to report for du'y al n un.clenelAc'ion was taken after Robert committee to seek a solution to
fled pea Jan. 20—the Fame slay i f). Miller,. County Attorney ex- the water drainage problem
behe was mheduled to beg.n work plained to the city courioil that tween Farmer and Miller
Avenue.
:n a mavie in Hellywe ,d called 'he county Fiscal Court had -eportecl sto the council. It was
-King Creole."
already placed their order for "iecided by the council that the
a maser radio unit to be placed storm eewers carrying w a ter
•
"Fm kinda proud.4 it,". Pres- in the Sheriff's offic- and a away from the area would be•
ley raid refeiring to. the draft mobile unit to be plated in the enlarged to allow more water
notice.
a dtry I've got to Sheriff's car.
to now through. Property owners
•
till mid I'm g• ittig to do Hi'
-ho are affected by the water
equipment,
By
adding'
tip
The singer, an only ehad, said
'H. their yards will extend ditches
he would "hate to :ea ve thy sheriff can also contact state from their yards to ,the street
police
frequency.
on
their
The
mother and fa'her."
end the city will take -the water
,heriff's frequency in Western from
there.
Presley. who ga . h : s start Ken uckky is 39.5 kilocycles.
At the council meeting in
playing and s.,nging iii nor.h '• The city can add on to' this reference
to the problem were
w:uld draw $78 a equipment, Miller told the coun- Attorney Jame* Overbey and one
month as an Army pavate. He ca, by purchasing a mobile unit of his clients, Mrs.
Evelyn M.
has earned as much as $50.000 for the cut: police cruiser and Brown of 205 North 17th street.
f r a eingle "live pert .rmance." 3 remote control unit for the
Virgil Blackwell of Benton,
In Hollywoisa, studs, produc- city hall.
assistant business manager of the
In this way the city police Iron Workers
•ion chief Y. Frank Freeman of
Union appeared
Paramount. said Presley's induc- and county police will both be before the council urging that
tion Jan. .20 would coat t h e on the 395 frequency ancheithe non work on the new city hall
studio
between
5300.000 and or both can call state police. be given to members of his
1,350,000 becaue-s of -preparatory Miller told the council that also craft. Attorney Hughes explained
:nye - ments" on the scheduled 'he city police cruiser could that city employees were contalk with the sheriff's car any structing the building
movie
and that
where in the county.
he would work with Mr BlackIn effect this would give the well in obtaining his goal. when
Freeman said he had already
seat a letter to Presley's draft county as a whole four police he local reservoir of labor was
board in Memphis requesting an cars, all connected on the same exhausted.
eight-week delay "so we won't ficquency. There are two stat,
City Jude", Dunn appeared
1rae this large sum of meney." 'voice cars, one sheriff's car acfore the council to present
and one city police cruiser.
solution to the collection of
The young performer, sane will
The county is paying an0 narking meter fines' Violators
be 23 in January. said he veouid for aheir master unit and mobile would' have several days in
"go along" with Paramaunt's
Unit while cost to the el:rival''.hick 16 pay the MI cent- fin,'
flrts ot obtain a deferment. "I be $996 50
he said. then cards would be
know they have lots of money
It is hoped that Civil Defense mailed. This would increase the
.n tie pic.ure. but I am not ir0- will pay half the cost for each fine, he said If no answer e
ha- done this n received then a warrent would
:r1g to ask for any special favors Civil Defense
many areas to perfect its own be issued,
for myself." he said
fhe council informed the judge
that this was in his power ano
that he had their backing.
City Police Chief Charlie Mart
asked that he be allowed to
q•-p.'int a pelice sergeant for
eech shift. who would be resnonsib!e to him for action on
.hat shift. The council agraed
boastful n: te. .1epef
1. Kuandn. m this action with the chief
.By CHARLES M. McCANN
f Russia's leap economic ind the police committee workUnited Press Staff Correspondent head
'Phe week's good and bad news planning board. said the coun- ng on the details.
balance try's prsaductim had tucpanded
international
the
In
The ordlnance concerning the
so freatly that "the Americans setting of salaries, of city em•fieet:
are new trying to cetch up with oloyees and officials was read
The Mirth Atlantic Treaty Or- .he Soviet Union."
and passed for the second time.
ganization decided this week to
--Jack Bryan, Superintendent of
seek new disarmament negotiaMurray Natural Gas, System
The American Defense De- the
tions wi,h Soviet Russia.
made his monthly report. He
partment continued with its
But it decided also that, pendindicated that he was putting
speeded-up testing of missiles nto a
special account the first
ing a possible agreement with
in its attempt to catch up with, oayment
on the gas bonds which
Russia to reduce the threat of 'a
R use*a
is due in November of 1958.
catastrophic war, bases f o r
intencontinereal
An
ballistic The system now has over 800
launching nuclear missiles should
•
be set up in Allied countries in misfile, the Atlas, with a poten- customers,
tial range of 5.000 miles, was
Joe Dick was voted by the
Europe.
Th four-day meeting of the tested successfully at the test ce•uncil to be mayor pro-tern.
15 Allies in Paris, wen Presi- center of Oape Canaveral on the Dick will act as mayor in the
event Mayor Holmes Ellis is
dent
Eisenhower
leading the Florida Goma.
Next, an intermediate -range out of town on a meeting night
United Slates delegation, w a s
one
the most critical since Jupiter mispile was launched. It or is otherwise unable to attend.
Three new 'street lights will
NATO was formed in April. 1949, failed to complete its full flight
It found member countries di- of 1,500 miles because of space be placed on North Second street.
vided on some. big diplomatic is- technical difficulties. But the test
sue% and fearful of the implica- was at least partly a success because it brought perfection of a
tions of Rusia's sensational sucpotent .welliam nearer.
cesses with its earth satellites

By UNITED PRESS
Kentucky burley markets ended pre-Ohrietmas holiday stales
Fridev by selling nearly ever)
pcund available as the staa,wide
average
dropped
another
66
cent, to $55.08.
The Federal - State market.
By HENRY SHAPIRO
to regume disarmament talks at News Service reported the cleanUnited Press Stan Correspondent the United Nations, or to discuss up trend in evidence ttirouthout
MOSCOW aff — Nikita Khru- arms in a foreign ministers con- the eight-st•ate burley 'belt as
shchev and Foreign Minister An- ference.
few markets failed to Mear then
drei Gromyko today rejected the
"If would not be hard be tax rs. Friday.
NATO call for a foreign min- &mess what 'would happen if
The Springfield. Term., market
isters conference and said world we sat down for talks under caseed for the /*SOCA after Fri.
problems could only be solved conditions that can bring no days sale, for the first time in
with an East-West "summit" solution on disarmament." the h.etory that a market complete,
conference with President Eisen- foreign minister said.
its sales befere the Chris'mas.
hower.
Endorsee Gromyko's Speech
recess.
The call for a top-level conKhrushchev then mounted the
A total of 3.966.814 pounds
ference came from Khrushchev, rostrum in the old Czarist throne was sold in cleanup
sales in
the leader of the Communist room of the grand palace of Kentucky
Friday for $2.184,722.59
Party, who said such * meeting the Kremlin' and endersed Gro- and the
low $55.08 average.
could solve all outstanding prob- myko's speech.
Lexington had the high state
lems including disarmament in
The Communist leader repeat- average of $58.92 followed
be
this age of .missiles and Sputniks. ed his proposal for, a summit
Paris with $57.10 and ShelbyGromyko spoke first at a joint conference which he said -would
ville with $56.43.
session of the supreme Soviet solve the problems which bother
Six Kentucky markets failed
Parliament). In a en-minute humanity,
including
disarma- to sell Friday.
speech he accused the West— ment."
Tobacce men said little of the
especially Britain, France, the
Khrushchev also rejected any 1967 crop
remains to be sold
United States and Canada — of arms talks by the new and
hampering disarmament by link- enlarged U.N. Disarmament Com- when auctions are :resumed Jan
ing it with such "extraneous mittee which he said was the 6. One big sales day is expected
the day markets re-open and
subjects as Germany."
same as the previous five-nation
after that little burley is exSpeaks On NATO
committee. Russia has boycotted
•
Gromyko said the Western na- such committee meetings in New pected to be available.
Lexingon sold less than a
tions, which with Russit formes" Ycirk.
third ef the amount ilk handled
a five nation United Nations
during t•hi heght of the seaeon
disarmament subcommitee, conend cleared all ef its wartiouse
tinued the arms race while findfloors. N., market reached the
ing "new obstacles" to disarmamillion pound mark in Friday's
ment all along the line.
sales alth.tugh Lexington came
Gromyko said the West must
CHICAGO 17, — An off-duty the -closest with 837.012 pounds
keep disarmament from becoming
The market news service said
the subject of international bar- policeman, shot in the head
gaining and said- the Sputniks by a stickup man, poured five )(ferries Friday were down $1
had "improved the international bullets into his slayer before to $2 per hundredweight on a
he died in a burst of violence fairly large number of grades
political climate."
a Wait gh some offerings . a}51")
He spoke of the jet-ended mitside a crowded restaurant.
Bernard Halperin, 49. a- vet- were higher by the same amount
NATO session in Paris and said
eran
nd
policeman,
Thomas
a
Derimark. Norway and France
Fewer baskets were reported
urged action"-tat the peace pro- Gooden, 30, the rifle-packing going under federal price supgunman,
ware
killed
Friday
in
posals put forward by Soviet
port loans as buy rs cont intied
Premier Nikolai Bulganin and the battle which was joined by to bid above the support level.
several
other
off-duty
policedeclared that Denmark and NorSales for the season for the
way do not want American mis- men.
entire burley belt. excluding FriArmed
with
a
22-caliber
pump
sile bases.
day's incomplete report, w ere
action rifle, Gooden walked boldSpeech Indicates Rejection
437.009.889 pound:- which averly
into
on
the
Shop
Alvin
Eat
and its develewnent „f an interThe arming of West Germany
aged $61.59.
continental ballistic
with missiles would be a "dang- the South Side and lined 35
patrons against the. wall.
In advance of She' meeting, the
er to Europe." Gromyko said.
During the period Gooden was
United States program called far
Gromyko's bluntly w or d ed
in
the
restaurant,
about
7
or
the urgent eetablithment — and
speech appeared to be an outright rejection of the NATO 8 minutes. word of the robbery
arming — of miaeile bases in
had
who
spread
to
Haiperin,
conference's invitation to Russia
Europe. Any question of negotiawas visiting with a friend in a
Although it seems as though tions with Rum:la would have
cigar store.
a record rainfall came down been 3 matter for the future
Stationing himself by the front since last Sunday. Professsor B
But mast of the other Allies
door, Halperin challenged Gooden
J Tilman of Murray State Col- warned to find out whether arty
as he burst through the door, lege says
that including Sunday agreement with Russia to ease
shoring as he came. The first
and through yesterday, rainfall world tension was possible. The
exchange of shot rang out as totaled 4.11 inches.
morale question, to them, was
Mr. J. D. Sexton states that one, witnesses said.
What made it seem so much, secondary.
Two more bullets ripped into he said, was the accompanying
he is rapidly imporving from
The result was a shift isf ema case of broncitis, which has Halperin who kept up his fire wind. The barometer registered
confined him to his home for as he crumped to the ground. 29 he said, which is unusually phasis from missiles to negotiathe past ten days. Mr. Sexton Fellow officers opened up a low for this area. This reading tion. The actuai establishment of
missile bases is to be the subject
Is sadly missed when he cannot volley of shots at Gooden, who registered last night about
11:00 of future talks among the counbe seen downtown as he can limped to his car, tried to start o'clock when the squall l'
tries concerned.
be see each day when he feels it, slumping deld at the wheel passed over Murray.
Jost as the NATO meeting
as the car crashed into a utility
like walking to town.
was ending. :he Supreme Soviet
Mr. Sexton says that he has pole.
had such wonderful care by his
Mount Vernon, George Wash- --parliament—met in Moscow to
daughters. Miss Ruth_ and Miss
The term "fawn" is used to ington's 500-acre estate on the give its rubber-stamp approval
Frances, that he is hoping that describe the young of rabbits, Potomac River in Virginia, is to the 1958 budget and plans
within a few days he will be caribou, mule deer, white-tailed saluted by each United States far ecortamic clevelapment.
The meeting ,pened
back -mingling with his friends. .deer, red deer and antelope.
a
Navy vessel that passes.

et-

This Week's Balance Sheet
In The Hot and Cold War

Policeman,Shot
But Kills Gunman

Rainfall Not Too
Much For Area

J. D. Sexton
Is Improving

Rift Between Queen,
Margaret Is Healed

WINDSOR. England flf+ —Princess' Margaret appeared to bee .
definitely back on the royal
team today.
Rumors of a rift betweetta
Margaret and her sister. Queen
Elizabeth, were all but dissipated
Friday night at the annual royal
household ball at Windsor Castle.
Elizabeth and Margaret sat
tagether, laughed, chedred and
exchanged jokes throughout the
evening. Before the party. Margaret had dinner with the queen.
Margaret had made headlines
recently for apparently skipping
traditional family get-togethers.
She failed to attend the Buckingham Palace daace for the
help last week for the first
time in 10 years, reviving the
rumors of a rift.
But if Friday night was sesp
indica'ioh, sources said, Eliz
and Margaret are either nbri
ectresses" or have heal
split — if there ever was one.

French Premier Felix Gaillard
went directly from the, NATO
meeting to Pace his Parliament
slid seek a vote of cenfidence
eti an "austerity" budget of $12.000.000.000 for 1958. Expenditure
was slashed to the minimum in
hope that confidence in France's
firrancisl position w ou Id be
strengthened and Gaillard could
seek a foreln loan.

WHO wrote Silent Night
said when was it first performed?

Murray Stores Are Open Each Night Until 800 O'clo*
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looks like a Santo right out
needs a shot in the arm, MGM on TV I'd be up to my neck
of 'entre' casting, has been
in won't be
at('!Unit "1 only time r
bigwigs
who film the show) problems.
ItteMilliMID BY LEDGER • TIMI
ringing the bell for the Volunteer
S PUBLISHING COMPAVEY.
a walkun and a couple of lines
figured the Taylor -profile would
for nate years, each year in
leesolid,ation or the Murray Leager
"Starr
ing
in
televi
a
sion
series
, The Calloway Timm
attract a few additional feminine is like living on
and The
the same area.
tints•Rerald, October a(l. 19311,
a treadmill. to plug my new picture. "rite
and the West Karam:flues. Janua
viewers.
ry
he Voiunteers, a national
3_ OM
,And I'm too lazy (or that.";
.
Law and Jake Wade.' H
the ,
Rather than ffght the brass
socuil welfare organization, use
Bob's "Thin Man" show will time it guys on the air it be
broke
Bob
los
JAIME C WILLIAMS, PUBLJ
bug-s
t
unds
tandin
tossed
rule
g
into
the
sioew
aik
SIIIIR
be released (Jan. 10), but he off to the mounta
against video engagements.
los.
chimneys to aid the homeless,
Me reserve the nght to reject any
-This is my first and last
rehavuntate the socially or phys&Overusing. Letters to the Maar
w Pubbe Voles items whler In
TV appearance," he said. "My
our agAMICID are net al./ the
ically handicapped, for species
ao'el
eternal ed our readers,
contract doesn't call tor me to
Sy GAY PAULIV
services to the aged, and such.
United Press Women's Editor
do guest shots.
Matison, a natit e of Latvia,
By VERNON SCOTT
dATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
WITMY B CO.. 116
NEW YORK IV — A stable is a • tomer sailor, brickl
Doesn't Even Like Watching
United Press Hollywood Writer
dlearos, Memphis, Tenn.; 350 Park
ayer's
Ave. New ?ark; 307 N. Ithehi
"Besides that, I don't like
den note in our frantic world came nelper area railroad% Now, when
HOLLYWOOD t)A — Hober
Iva. Mirage; 00 Bolystoa St.,
t
Boma.
today from one of the nation's tu,s barite your anus
''.C*CP1'111*A1GS
the medium. Can't say that I
chrtstmas Taylor, who vowed
ousiest men at holiday time, :Ai!. he will return to v.
enjoy watching it either."
he'd never appear onnialaT
4atelred at the Port Office, Murray, Kentucky.
u
as
TV,
i
had
fur tramazolanon
the Santa Claus stationed in • uoorman.
tiy his own admission Taylor
a change of heart • this
Second CLOS Mann
week
the R, ekefeller Center area.
-nut I like bents Santa," said when his studio bosses
is a lazy guy who makes two
Poliday time
asked
SUBISCIREPTION RAW& By Carrie
Modern children have just as hia.tson. -it amiss
r in Murray, per wean Me. pes
iU a guest bit .on "The pictures a year, spertu.ng the
ale front fikiirs,to
month Mc- In Calloway and &rhym
rest of his time liaising, nuntmg
ing °cocoas, per year 83.50: eiae firm a belief :n Santa Claus ge,tprig ionesome. hits p tiny of 4 his
"• series.
re
ober
. OM.
,
A. we did when we were small. ,pie 3. ear, ev ery doily.s smili
tbe 1(1 w -rated program and loafing, it is more than
ng Beta
John Mattson, 64, a sidewalk dna cneertul....t often think
indolence, however, toe: keeps
take pleasure
it's
TURDAY
• ing2e-.1or - 4he- -Volunteers a --siterave- the c.nrisunas
INIC.F.ALBER-21.
home-- screens-. - Boo's
- spun Summed up his wishes in one
3
ut America.
in waling
•
ioyalties lie with mutton pictures,
past longer.'
brief comment — 'Eved
thing
•'e.kad their tastes in toys are
in despite the lac that ase.ro
aidasim has no family other Macy'
peds Window.: Another
you and your
just as old-fashioned', he said. thana orotner, iZ,
one oleo his old films to the
at Sanor's reeled oft - a list
new
which
Thou wilt keep him in perfect peac
•rius, despite the 1951 array of snug liarooi, on oaten
would medium.
laved ones a
e
istana. Int a warehouse.
scientitic and outer-space playne twu Wsil spend Oil-Lamas -I Lola
non't object to having • my
whose mind is stayed on thee.
him, 'Well you can't old
things from Sputnik helmets to ,i4ny together.
Isaiah 26:3.
measure of
full
movie
s
on
TV
— • as long
get all that... but maybe
sateiote launchers.
some. as 1 cum , hate oi soon a,
'Ages unly Good Health
them,'
I'll have to take it up
good taw!
Talking Doll Inevitable
with he grinned.
-What do I ask. tor Lhristmas? the
Men may even destroy our 'oodles, but
big Santa at the
"The girls inevitably ask for Only tor good health."
North
0114 a handful of screen stars
said he.
POle."
a walking or talking doll," said
continued *to hold out against
our souls will go marching on.
"we bantas tino some skeptics, "The grateful
father standing television.
the rosy -cheeked Kris. "The boys, mostly among the older
Clark Gable, Tyrone
chil- nearby tossed a couple of
bucks Power and Burt Lancas
for trains and bakes. Same rou- dren" said Mattson. "And
ter are
therle4 Info the chimney,"
said
tine every year."
Mattson. among those who feel it
are a lot of greedy ones. I
is
Then
there
are
the
shy chil- suicide to eripect
Mattson, who at 240 pounds rem.mber one little
people to pay
boy who dren: these Matis
on says are to see stars
•"in movies who can
instructed to write him a
letter. be seen for free on
television.
One small girl needed no
such
No
Worries Now
edvice: she came with
letter
"That
isn't my reason," Tayalready written, aryl offere
d it li.r said beiween
bites on a
after much prodding by
papa.
hambu
rger
in the studio comSaid Mattson, "It read —
'My missary. **My feelin
gs on the
4nommy wants a new coat,
l' want matter are simple
. I've got it
a doll, and daddy says
he wants made right now.
I don't like
a redhead."
to worry. If I worked regula
rly

Robert Taylor
To Be Guest
On Television

sr.1 ofAs6

Outland's Bakery

Jr-

20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File

George Hart, whose elect
Murray would have beco orate to the Mayorality of
1938, was officially inaug me effective on January 1,
urated as mayor of this city
in a special meeting of the
town council Monday night
to fill out the unexpired
term of Forman H. Grah
am,
whose resignation as Mayor
beca
Miss Tennie Rowlett, beloved me effective Monday.
ing about her duties last Week Murray lady, while gofelt and broke her hip
and has been'confinedto her
bed since that time.
The office and- home residence
of Dr. C. H. Jones
in Lynn Grove burned completely
ing a loss estimated at $10,000. 'Monday morning causIt was practically covered by insurance.
A one and a fourth inch snow
County Tuesday night and furni blanketed Calloway
shed background for
!, the coldest wave of the curre
nt year when the temperature dropped last night to 8 degre
es
A thousand persons braved chillabove zero.
ing winds to hear
Robert Miller and James Overby,
sity debators. engage David Selan Murray College Vard
.ity•of Wales, and Harold H. Munr Jones, of the Univerlt
o, Unive
_A ga*, in a debate in the College Audit rsity of Glasorium Monday
1 - 1111 n hilt*.
, 1.0"1111111.1011F0tweanairgasesaan AO MIPS
UMW

)z5t

Sing a song
of holiday cheer.
happiest time of
all the year...and
time to extend
our best wishes
to one and all'

Miller Williams Feed Mill
Lynn Grove, Ky.
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If
AM MEET AT A SAC RASE:-Although missiles are almost monopo- (bottom, left)
starts its takeoff while others await their turn.
Wing the headlines these days in that as of now the best insur- One of
the commanders after picking up his -satchel"
from the
ance the United States has against another Pearl Harbor Is SAC.I-vault" runs
to the Right line (center, left photo) where preIt is the Strategic Air Command—the Sunday punch of the U. S. flight
checks already have been made and the plane loaded
with
Au Force that is wound up and ready to strike at a moment's! the "weap
on," presumably nuclear. The "satchels" contain maps,
notice in the event of attack. Here at the Little Rock (Ark.)
Air ; charts and other data to enable them to reach their targets.
At
Force Base the new alert operation of SAC, recently announced
top, right. a SAC bomber (left) is about to be loaded with
jet
by SAC commander Gen Thomas S Power. Is demonstrated for
fuel from tanker plane (right) At bottom, right, you are lookin
g
the fist time to an International News wnter-photographer
from the cockpit alf • B-47 jet bomber as the pilot jockeys it for
team. A moment after the siren shrieks, bomber crew
men (top,!contact with his refueling plane. The Strategic Air Command says
left) dash to vehicles for the rush to the flight line where the
that this Is the first photo taken by any press media of the reboobies are Trailitig and ready to go One of the B-47 !et bomber,,fuelin
g from inside the bomber looking out.
(Central Presta
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'On ;be card a neighbor sent us a few
days ago were these two simple lines: "The
charm of Christmas lies in the thought that
•
we live in the memory of our friends."

park i r
lege

Then, as now, the words aeemed deeply touching
and quite simply true. For in
our daily live.... at the- heart of all our human joys...the richest treasure Is the graci
ous gift of Friendship. -

we h
park it

It
.is Live and it is Brotherhood — or
blended of the frankencense of both. It
is in .

truth a kindling spark, a warming radiance,
from the very Light that dawned upon the
world at Bethlehem. And so as now this lovely Season comes again to cheer our
hearth,
may each of us be thrice-blessed with its
precious boon of Friendship.
_
In a .word of Personal Greetings, let
us thank you
and most heartily — for your
friendlyrcourtesies to us throtighout the
year.
And, in the good old-fashioned way: A Merr
y
Christmas to you and yours and a healt
hy and
Happy NewYear.

*

ALL-NEW 1958 BUICK
(,‘
II

a.1.•

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

1

Ronald W. and Rebecca Churchill
James H. Shelton

THE INCOMPARABLE
— LOVELY

:d 11;l.: COULD SHE
POSSIBLY WANT)

We are now in our new location
at
ing forward to having you all visit 695 W. MaifrStreet and we are look us . we wish YOU
ity in the New Year.
health and prosper-

DENTON BUICK CO.

James M. Coleman

"FOR COMPLETE,
EFFICIEN

-e, ::.trs tan lila 1.satisat
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my neck in won't be watching. "I with'
a walkon and a couple of Imes
evision series
a treadmill. to plug my now pic:ure. The
Law and Jake Wade.' It‘ the
is* that.",
" show will time t got•s on the air I'll- be
10), but he off to the mountains.

S.ttcr

SATURDAY — DECEMBER 21, 1957

orth Carolina Jumps
rom Frying Pan To Fire

GS

k>it‘
Holiday time
open ...

w•

' Wu
h wain,
iee sad yew
pleasure

Imitates a
full nista**, of
good &PI

tland's Bakery

Villiams Feed Mill
ynn Grove, Ky.
_
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THE LEDGER 8; TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By JOHN GRIFFIN
St'ate, 60-50, in the' semi-firmis Syracuse, 70-69, in overtime;
of ;he.Canrousel Tournament at Texas Tech nicked Santa Clara,
nited Press Sports Writer
e out of the frying Dan into Charlotte, N.C.; Wichita repped 68-67; and Bayer defeated Aufire tonight fir North Caro- Texas, 82-76; Cornell edged burn, 82-53.
's national basketball cheme, w1h i survived 'heir were
•••
e of the season. Friday nigti
h •
now must meet tall, fate
4,unirry West Nrirginia.
taiting the champions in the
• is the fate oufferell by three
the nation's top 16 teams —
ritucky, Seattle, and UCLA.
North Carolina extended its
Raft* bre RiPmb Mame
rening streak to 37 garnes Friv night but .had to come from
NEW YORK 'IP —They came an honor rolE ranking get 40
_hind to beat Minnesota, 737, in the first round of the up today wieh an All-America points.
Sawyer, who tied Cobb for
.ntucky Invirational Tourna- fteetiall team whidh makes the
rest of Vhern look like child's All-Americsan boy honors, comTient at Lexinteton. Ky.
posed the huddle prayer which
'But West Virginia overshad- play.
This one is, actually. And it reads:
owed that victory by upsetting
has to have 14 members because
"Hear us, Father, as we pray
Kentucky, 77-70, it. the other
they couldn't separate the little
"For they guidance here today;
first-reunder to qualify for a
men, from the boys.
"May we use our talents wen,
meeting with Carolina tonight.
"For they glory to excel.
It's the annual Pop Wraner
The 12th - ranked Mountaineers
"When they sound the final
kids' All-Ameeica team selected
won this one "big." leading the from 100,000 email fry football gun,
hese Wile-1,4 1w 15 oeinte at players across the nation.
'May we hear from thee 'well
leleerne and then tueeing hsee
The team, announced by Yale dons.' "
All-Arnelicane? You bet.
Mee desperate second - half coach Jordan Oliver as head
rally.
commissioner of the conferences,
GETS MINORS POST
utvit
includes:
COLUMBUS, Ohio AR '—George
Etuts: Mike Burrows, 12, Res41.4,r...o4s 4..IO I 1....wa
eda, Calif."; Joe Yucca, 13, Fort M. Trautman, minor league baseV;yeari.in .r1.4.. 9i
Lauderdale, Fla.,. and Cliff Ed- ball president, has named Vin.1•441,
.
r
....1041
A ,
•%.,0)
cent M. McNamara, president of
-{1,1,-.4 "v.'s...A" As" I is a thine wants, 13, Wayneaville, N. C.
Tackles: Norm White, 13, Mill the Class D New York-Pennsyl;•see
rens-, te•r
Calif.; and Bob Handley, vania League, to the $500,000
'They "Sr., 1r*
, fse• fir ye"
fund committee set up by the
den it•eel RINIrl "We frrt,f• some 13, Middlefield, Conn.
Guards: Bill Ryan, 12, Atlanta; major leagues to aid financially
ill men on our tewn, bust thee
12,
Roettger,
Torrence, distressed minor league fran.ret slow to •play these tel- Tim
Calif
and Joe Wegiarz, 13, chises. He replaces Claude Eng'
'5.
berg of Salt Lake City, Class
Thee seweieen led Werth reel- Philadelphia.
C Pioneer League president, re9,7
n4s, h.i4
Center. Jeff
Novinger, 13, cently named to t h e minor
,leagues' three-man committee.
*Armed that
with 28 for Knoxvihe. Tenn. and Tony Liz,ereeeste.
zia. 12. Hermosa Reach, Calif.
Feethlth - esetred Seattle Joined
Backe Chlarlie Cobb. 12. DayMANAGERS MEET MIKE
%eh-reek...A keeteeky in t h e tona Beath. Fla.: L. E Sawyer.
inks of Friday niele'e beaten 12. Ekzabeth City, NC.; Alex
BOSTON Mt — Seven farm
eame when It brnlverl to San Theios,
13.
San
Bernardino. club managers will meet With
tete natieree No
rancisee
Calif.. and J‘ihn Bolles. 12, Scho- Boston Red Sox manager Mike
Higgins next month at an organ'alit 60-51. in the first round fiekl. Barracks, Hawaii.
f the Blue Crags Tourney at
Cobb — a grand can ef the izational meeting. The managers
iminoettal Ty Cobb of baseball include Gene Mauch, Minneaeerieville.
Hive Lonieville rallied to beat fame — and Sawyer won co- polis; Warren Robinson, Memmiy, 66-61. in the other Blue ranking as the All - Americen phis; Ed Popowski, Allentown,
.rass opener and wilt meet San boys- of the year on a rating of Pa.; Len Okrie. Raleigh, N. C.;
Francieeo in tonight's finale.
97 points out of a iisseseble 100. Elmer Zoter, Corning. N.Y.; Jack
Don't think it's an honor easi- Kaiser, Lexington, Neb., and Ken
Wilt Gets 37 •
The drama of tourney games ly won. Only 30 points a re Deal, Lafayette, Ind.
stole the spotlisht Friday night awarded for football play. Thirty
U.P. HONORS AARON
from a pair of 37-point penfOrm- more points, can be earned for
MILWAUKEE Mt — Milwaukee
ances by the r.ation's two lead- work at home, in church and
stsirers. Wilt (The Stitt) on the school campus, with no Braves outfielder Hank Aaron
rlain oekansas and Os- one eligible fir ranking if he has been named Wisconsin's
has less than a B claesroom aver- "Athlete of the Year" by United
car Robertson of Cincinnati.
age. Those with straight A's or Press radio and newspaper sports
()i.mbcr)ain led Feeonfi.rank- - editors. He outpolled teammates
Kansas 'ii a 58-44 victory
Lew Burdette, Warren Spahn
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
and Red Schoendienst.
over Washington with his points,
FRANK CARIDEO
rebeundmc and stsot - blocking.
DEPLETING .AFFECTION
Robertson, No. 2 to Chamberlain
WEST UNION. Iowa Mt —
In the scoring race, paced Cmby United Press
James Lyons, 70, told authorities
cuirrati to a 94-53 win over
Frank Carideo, All - America
why he gave large sums of
North Texas State.
quarterback at Notre Dame in
money, including his last $IO, to
"educated"
an
had
1930.
and
1929
UCLA. ranked 10th nationally.
Virgil Dunn who told him "hard
signal-calling
a
and
toe
kicking
was beaten. 67-43, by 11thluck stories" "I ,kinda like him."
ranked Bradley at Peoria. III.. brain that reflected the thoughts Lyons said.
almost
Rockne
Knute
Coach
of
altheugh Bradley ace Barney
Cable was out with an injured -as soon -as the genius thought
kg. Seethe McMillon led Brad- them up on the sidelines. As a
but he
ley, las'. year's National Invita- player he was superb
coach at
by United Prom
tion Tournament champs, with had bad luck as head
Missouri and eventually drifted
NEW YORK — Ga:e Kerwin,
17 points.
out of the coaching
2, Valley Breen,
1
1-42/
Whatever happened to Frank pointed Jimmy Archer, • 1471
In other games Kansas State,
4.
/
Caliagency
Carideo' Today he is
3 nationally, drubbed
New York (10).
ornia. 58-44; len-ranked Utah manager for a life insurance
NEW ORLEANS, La. — Bobby
ran wild in the second half to company at Cedar Rapids. Iowa,
riput Stanford, 65-49; Louisiana and helps broadcast Iowa football Boyd. 161, Chicago, outpointen
Tech upset Tennessee, 68-61, games for his home town sta- Charley Joseph, 158, New Orleans (10).
and Alabama downed Louisiana tion.
•

Today's Sport
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SAVE

Suggerions

Parade

COME SEE

AT Air,

22 INCHES TALL
UNBREAKABLE
ROOTED HAIR
WASHABLE SKIN
•

$349
HAITIAN LINE
7-PIECE

THERMO
SALAD Sb k
$2"

RS
ht u ntil g P.M
STORE "°°
c.24
.
0
OP" -"nig
n eescee e_
°PeCheistmss e"
, 6 P.T44•
soliet
%Jose t4 e.pet
Vt '
EU "
0.4R113-1.""

Reg.
$3,69

For Hot or Cold
Salads, Soups, Etc.

OVEN-READY

4 Small Bowls

E

lb.

35c

L.

Ei

Colts Down Cubs
in Fast Game Fri.

r„i

LJ

tersia..

The Murray Training School
Colts relentlessly fought off the
clinching paws of the Cuba
Cubs last night in the Carr
sealth Building for a 67-60 victory, their sixth of the season.
The contest which never saw
a point spread of more than
eight points, was knotted on 16
different occasions. T he lead
changed hands numerous times
and was challenged constantly
throughout the contest.
Cuba took the opening tip
and moved into a two-point
lead that was quickly matched
Illy Murray Training in the first
of a series of lead swapping.
Murray broke out on top midway in the period to hold a
small advantage over their visitors at the end of the first quarter. 22-19.
The fast moving little Cuba
squad took the second quarter
tip lift and fought stubbornly
to overtake their host. Although
elley were successful in tieing
Mine score on several occasions
they were unable to grasp the
period.
lead until late in the
With 1:20 remaining a WheelerWadlington combination nicked
a 35-33
to push the Cubs into
halftime lead.
Deceptive Cdba snatched the
ahead in the
tip and moved

OVELY

BUICK
1:1-I wANT)

and we are louk
ou health and pros!), 1-

4reet

C .
•

third stanza to lead by as much
as six points before betng overtaken in the closing minutes
of the period by some fine
offensive work by Rogers. Murray lead by four, 52-48, at the
end of three.
Cuba scored six consecutive
points at the outset of the final
canto to cotnmand a two-point
had that quickly swept away.
Murray Training took the lead
and held the upper hand the
remainder of the contest for
a climaxing seven -point, 67-60,
victory.
Three Colts scored in double
figures led by Rogers with 24
points. Vaughn turned in a sterling performance scoring 16. Four
Cubs scored in double figures.
Wadlington led the way with
17 points. Murray scored on
26 field goals and 15 of 23 foul
shots. Visiting Cuba connected
on 22 field goals and 16 of 22
free throw attempts
22 33 52 87
MTS
19 35 48 60
Cuba
Murray Training (67)
Suiter 13. Harrell 0, Vaughn
16, Parker 6, Sliroat 5. Rogers
24, Thompson 1, Burton 2.
Cuba (60)
Wheeler 12, Emmerson I, Morris 11, Gossum 8, Wadlington 17,
Seay 11.

UNITED PRESS
East
Northeastern 75 Middlebury 66 ,
Cornell 70 Syracuse 69 (oti
St. Anselm 86 Bridgeport 84 (00
G. Wash. vs. *ash. & Lee cancld
South
Carrousel Tournament, Charlotte
Semi.Final Round
Louisiana Tech 68 Tennessee 61
Alabama 60 Louisiana State 50
Consolation
Bucknell 68 Davidson 58
Clemson 78 Lafayette 65
Kentucky Invitational. Lexington
First Round
North Carolina 73 Minnesota 67
West Vaizinia 77 Kentucky 71:
Slue Grass Festival, Louisville
First Round
San Francisco 66 Seattle 51
Louisville 86 Army 61

1 Salad Fork
1 Salad Knife

BOY'S PLASTIC
TOY
ASSORTMENTS

4 TO 8 LB. AVG.

49`
SMOKED HAMS
47
57`
45`

lb.

lb.

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY 12 TO 16 LB.

WHOLE
OR HALF

SHANK
PORTION

lb.

lb.

FIRE FIGHTER
OR LAND, SEA
AND AIR

AVG.

set $298
Gun and
Holster Set
2 PEARL HANDLED
GUNS, DECORATED
HOLSTER & BELT

GuN$199
A

I

CALIFORNIA
CRISP 24 SIZE

Grapes
Potatoes
Tomatoes

Fancy Callt,
Emporer
U.S. No. I
Idaho

,
en
2 39° Lettuce
69° Yellow Onions
Brazil Nuts

No. 1

10 Bag

3

t

Bevera es

GINGER ALE KOLA

24 OZ
BOTTLES

REOOPBTE °LLINS
BOTTLE CLUB SO
DEPOSIT
PLUS

A
Apple Sauce "
Fruit Cocktail
A&P
Clung
reach Halve?
Sweet Potatoes ASP
A&P
Pineapple Juice

4
3
3
2

2
3

New
Crop

Plastic 4250
Tube Li

YUKON CLUB

25c

STALK

Crisp 24 Size
Iceberg

Lbs

Peak
Brand

By

Morgan St. 94 Hampton Inst. 89
Beth -Cook 96 Ft Valley St 86
Hard.-Sims. 52 East Tennessee 44
Virginia Tech 70 Georgia Tech 59
Midwest
Kansas St. 58 California 44
Bradley 67 UCLA 43
Kansas City U. 74 Baker 64
Detroit Tech 72 North Central 71
Wichita 82 Texas 76
Kansas 77 Washington 59
Southwest
Arkansas 53 Missouri 45
Tex. Tech 68 Santa Clara 67
Cincinnati 94 North TeX. St. 53
Tex, Western 55 New Mexico 54
Abilene Christian 64
Texas Wesleyan 62
Baylor 62 Auburn 53
West
Utah 65 Stanford 49
Idaho 70 Colorado St. U. 49

1 Big Salad Bowl

BELTSVILLE

20 TO 24 LB. AVG. 10 TO 14 LB. AVG.

Fight Results

ij
.1 .0:1U

EVERGLAD
DOLLS

T`I

YOU'LL SAVE

sr °seas raaurr

College Basketball
Ratings

A&P
HOLIDitY
T

•

GIRL'S TOY
ASSORTMENTS
DOLL'S DIAPER
BAG, PICNIC OR
TOTER WITH DOLL
YOUR CHOICE

29c

Lb.
Cello
Bag
1-Lb. Air
Bag mir

set

29c

Crestwood
Assorted

Chocolates
Hard Mix Candy
100% Filled Candy

4
Royal
Luster
V/
More

18-01.
Jar

Pararnc,unt
Rum Flavored

Eacemeat
Citter Kernel
Crisco Shortening

Golden
Whole I( Cr net
Corn

Lb.
SOX
Oz
Bag
1 I 0.
Bag

2
3

Shedds Cid Style r.aucc

16-0z
Cans
Lb

1.99
25c
35c

li i L
S-re

CANDY
2-LB. ASSORTMENT
Dark and Milk Chocolate

FRUIT CAKES
3"
1" 3 1"

Angel Food Ring

25c Nihlets Corn
3.1( Cake Mix
cct

Lady Betty Wad Dressing 8 Ox. Jar 23c

Golden
Whole
Kernel
Duncan Hines
Spice

2
3

39c

Es.
12 Or,
Cans

Pkgs.

29c
1.00'

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU TUES.. DEC. 24
AMIRIC.A'S

&Os

Parker

98c

Warwick Holiday

JANE PARKER LIGHT
HOLIDAY CANDIES

•

••

Hds. 35°

49c Sharp Cheddar Cheese
(MAMMOTH•
1.00
lb. 69`
STYLE )
85c
Ea.
2.95
FA8 4-y
45c Cheese Gift Box :
Qt.
Ctn.
29c RYAN'S Egg Nog Mix

16-0r,
Cans
300r.
Cane
29-0z.
Cans
No. 3
Cans
46-0e
Can

SET

2lbs. $115
Imperial Veri-Sharp

CUTLERY
FULL HOLLOW GROUND
Serrated S icer
Chef's Knife
Carver
Carving Fork
Parer
Reg.
53.99

$299
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Mrs. James Parker
Hostess To Alumni
Sorority Group

Weddings

Locals

Club News

Telsphooe
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Level Of
Mediocrity
On The Rise

Okay for Haciendas
"Another has been the use
of plastic in its true sense, for
the new and colorful accessories
for the kitchen. And beyond
till doubt, the re-discovery of
the versatility of aluminum is
1685
the beginning of a new and
exeity treed. Its cool, handsome
look . . . will unquestionably be
further developed . . . for our
By GAY''PAULEN/
homes in 1958."
United Prate Women's Edito
r
"Low -lights in design almost
NEW YORK 1171 — Paul
Mc- always fall into the category
Cobb, a leader in home furni
sh- of gimmicks," said McCobb.
Saturday, December 21
"Its
ings design, says the year
The employees and their wives
Mrs James Parker was
1957 equivalent in furniture
The United Daughters of
hosis the
produ
the
ced
of Wilson Mercury and Hatcher
a higher "level of new pseud
ti's
Thursday evening, Decern- Conftalenacy will
The Dorcas Class of the
o Spanish - Mexican
First mediocrity" than
meet at the Motor Sales
ber 19 to the meeting
, Murray. and Hat- Baptist Chureth met recen
we've had in trend, Malty unsui
of the Murrey Electric - Building for a
tly for years.
ted to the
cher
Motor
Sigma Sigrna Sigma
Sales
a
,
Unio
Chris
n
tmas
dema
City,
pot
nds of our life today, except
luck luncheon at 1 p.m.
dinner
alumni
at
the
-I'm encouraged about the fuTenn, will have their Christmas Woman's Club House
group. Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
maybe fur the few.,,who still
. Fifty-four
ture." said MeCobb, .who in
dinner in t h e prawate dining members and six
chairman of the group. presi
15 live in haciendas."
visitors ettened years of
ded.
Sunday. December 22
design has won numerarea of the Kentucky Colonel at the dinner meeting.
Members brou0n fruit to
McCobb chastised the automoell
ous citations. "We had many
eve o'clock. A traditional ChnstChreetreas baske:s to give
The
tive industry for its "Chri
devotional was presented
the iect, :ale
stmas
highlights, and some all to ob"Robbie Page Memorial mars dinner will be served.
i-r - for the Ad
by Mrs. Bill Adams. Chris
tree arrangement of headl
Aged. M
-Mrs. B
Boone
tmas vious low-lights. But
ights,
• ••
Fund for Polio Research" in
the
is in charge of presenting
'high- tail lights, spotlights
sonic: were sung by Miss Bren
the .South Carol
and
da lights won." McCobb
the
ina.
. Monday, December 23
said our standard afflicitiun
baskets.
Brandon. She was accompanie
— chrumitis.
d taste generally is impro
Circa V of the WSCS of the on the piano by
ving... Nut to mention the
group %sated to send $25
Mass
ieefreenmerits were served
decoratorDiana "the level of mediocrity
to First Methodist Church will hold S:ory.
is up." selected three-tuned
for the sorority's nationai procolor achethe frou by Mrs.Alpher.
McCobb, a man who speaks
its Christmas parr at 7:30 p.m.
mes...coneeived by whose dec"Ilse Littlest Chnitemas Tree
" his mind no matter what
in the iihuroh parlor.
the orator?"
was read by Mrs. Charles Baker
. results, offered to list for
.• • •
the
Gifts were exchanged and
the United Press the good and
bad
meeting ckeed.
of the 1957 design world, from
•• 0 •
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
Cars to coffee tables.
Color Proper—kxcept Cars
TONY ZALE
"There were some highlights
In
The Christian Women's Fel1957 not easily recognizable
by Uneed Press
lowship of the Firet Christian
because they had been growing
Tony Zale, the man of steel,
Church met at the church parin acceptance previously," said came
Miss Barbara Mott, bride
out of the city of steel
-elect McCobb. He refer
lor Tueedy afternoon. December of Eugene Cothu
red to proper (Gary, Ind.) to beco
rn, was honored use
me a Golden
of coldr, other than in auto- Glove
17 aT 2:30. Group 111 was in with a breakfast
s champion, a stablemate
given by Mrs. mobiles,
notic
eable
oharge of :he program.
in
fail
ikZ of Barney Ross and finally
Tommy Alexander and Mrs.
midB. floor coverings and
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk. peesident L. Ward recently
other
olev•eight champion of the world'
in Mrs. Ward's products.
.
of the CWF. presided at the home. Eke Street.
His three fights with Rock
y
"1 was delighted to see the Grazi
business
meeting
ano, all ending in knockThe hole wee was prese
Mrs. John
nted comeback of the sky
Paseo. program chairman. re- with a corsage of
and sea outs with Tony winning
pink coma- blues," said the
two,
designer. "Two were classics of
pored to the group on future tiora and each guest
giv-and-take.
was given years ago in decor
ating, blue Eventually, Zale lost his
meetings and subjects.
a Christmas corsage by the
crown
hos- was a dead word. Ytt it's
Mrs. Maruice Crass Jr.. and tesses. Miss Mott
one to the late Marcel Cerdan but
opened a Pres- of the basics.
even In defeat the crowd roare
Mrs. 0. B Boone, Jr. gave the ent from the hostesses
d
which
-The island carpet is anolh
devoti.•nal preceding the
eS ite •tribute to his ever-present
Program was an electric percolator.
of the cumulative dissil
The theme for both was 'Giving
a.mfteetsioIMIncliMs•
Guests attending the break
fast ...an innovation thei
'
,creme,
Of
Ourselves
A:
Christmas were
Misses
Geurgia
Jones, little focal points ol,a iparriele ,Whaterer happened lo Tony
Tune." Others taking part on Diana Elkins. Wyje
ne Jone s, and eye appeal In the
home.,
the program
444k
were
. a7thieTtPda
Mesdames Sandra
ic iYastra
Miller, Ann Douglas,
utcto4.
The old truths of the
r4and
Tob
"And here, we might menti
noyxinig
s
err coach foe the Catho
Dan cowherd. Gerald Meadasters, Gayle Douglas,
June Foy, Glen- as one of the highlights
lic Youth
,
the
Christmas story bring new
Hawaid Nioteils, and Gene Lan- da Culver, Edwina
organ
izati
on
in
Chica
go
0a ad
Kirk, Mrs. growing interest in warm, tex•
'
dolt.
makes frequent' speaking apR. L. Most. Mrs. George
C.aburn, tured wishde, such as walnut and peara
joy at this most
An announcement was made the honoree and
nces
in
the
Midw
est in
:he hustesties. teak.
concerning the Christmas Tree
behalf of amateur boxing.
• • • •
blessed of holidays.
Party to be held in the church
basement Sunday, Decenalai•r 22
May your heart-reloice
The gifts wojer the tree will be
... and may peace be
given to
• needy people if the
kcts will alio be
with you always..
Mews Betty Slated' was
se• nt tg,
thot-in nuanbers of
(sun, ree at a miseelleariwa shosser
the church.
• given
Mond
ay
&ening at Woods
Refreshments were served at
the ealoae of the program by Hall. Murray State College, by
Misse
s
Sarah
Group I.
Ward, Patsy McKinnsey, and Betty Lacy.
Refreehments of cokes, cooki
es
and nuts were served by
the
hosteeses. Gilts were opene
d by
the hanoree and oispla)ed
to
.be guests.
• The rraimbeis of Sigma Sights
Attending the party were
SigSigma- sorority
were honored ma Sigma Sigma sorority ustex
e
with a coffee Menday evening of Miss
Blalock.
in :he sorerity's chapter room
HELLO, THAT YOU — Defense Secre
•• 0 0
tary Nell M-Elroy uses a
a: Murray State Cediege library.
walkie-talkie to talk with commandi
ng officer of a pp. retail
contingent while vuuting in on exerc
Me coffee followed the afthual
ises Of an airborr.
an
near Munich. Germany. He witne
Christmas part)' for under-priv
ssed a mass l•imp
ire
than 790 .chuUsts.
:lodged' children given by
(International tiourittptioto)
the
;group. Ham Ch15•::, at the coffe
e
were the alumni chapter
of Tri
A Chiasurias dingier and mte.S.griat.
ing was given in the home
Christmas cookies and
.4
wife* Mrs. B C
Harris recently by
.vtre served to the girls. The
the
Lydia
n
Class
of the First
nosteases presented die chapt
er Baptist Church
Groups III and
e.th two well plaques.
V were in charge.
Mrs R. E. Kelly delivered the
devJtional and Mee. Pat Hackett.
leacher of the class, led in prayer.
-Gift, were exchanged by
members 4.4 the cleat.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Actiyities

Christmas Dinner
Given By Dorcas
Class Recently

ECONOMICAL DELAY
NEW YORK ft
— Patience
pays off, a delighted Christmas
shopper reported today. He was
about to give up in his efforts
to attract the attention of a
hurried deparment store clerk to
pay for the two battery-operated
airplanes he had selected and
held In his hands. A second
clerk walked up to him, took the
planes from him, marked each
down from $5 to $2.50 and
handed them back.

Read Our Classifids
Max. H. Churchill

Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
811 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
*ENDS TON1TE *

"JOE DAKOTA"

JAYNE MANSFIELD

in "THE BURGLAR"

me

.

CJI.F Generel
Meeting Held
Tuesday

Breakfast Honoring
Miss Barbara Mott
Is At Ward Home

Betty Blalock
honoree At Shower
(,'wen .1Ionday

•.• •
Tri Sigma Sorority
Honored With
Christmas Coffee

1-7-1

Lydian Class
Meets For Dinner
In Harris Home

Houston-McDpitt Clinic

-AANd th• BIGGER Lineup
Real Te Roll Mrs
•••• •••••••hled I

FRANKIE 1010
A

1e

CHOCK BERRY
1_;, VERN BAKER

Thi Y7,2NCAPA',1,

• EINTON

SnAYE

.1Oeason's best wishes
.1.
and may you count
this Christmas among your
J__
-1very happiest...
may its spirit long dwell
your home and your heart.
'1

-- ts••:.,tite_=-ae
.----.
ilt

PERSONALS
. Mr. and Mrs. Meal A. Lassiter wilt spend the holidays
with their ciatighter, Mrs. B. D.
Taught. and family in Benton,
Ark a n•as.
0 • 0

Mr and Mrs Elmer Collins
and family left Thursday fir
Oklah 'ma and Texas te weed
the
I L.Itnas lealiclaya. The
Collins e ill be visiting Mr. Colli
ns'
parents in Petals Valley, Okla.
itteurning home with them
the
hist of December will be their
son, Den Collins, a student
at
Oklahoma State College.
• • ••
DUCKS TO FLY

Christmas is a happy season of
giving and receiving, of good
times and good cheer. Here's
wishing you all us pleasures.

THE STYLE SIIOP

I.
1
1 I
1 „
1
1

I

Christmas is a holy season, a
time to worship and rejoic C.
May its deepest spiritual meaning bring you peace and joy.

EUGENE. Ore.
— The Oregon U. football team, which
plays Ohio State in the Rose
Bowl game on New Year's Day,
emplanes for Les Angeles today
after completing its preliminar
y
phase of training here.
The team will work out at
the University of Southern Califorma's Bouvard Field in Los
Angeles. The Webfoots, who will
go into the 11(151.2 Bowl decided
underdogs, worked hard on offensive maneuvers during Thursday's final home drill.

Ws like to keep Christmas reverently,
Jill awarissess q its deep spiri
tual
aigisibmats. And we like to keep Christma
s
11. woodd have us do, with peace
Sod good will, with friesuilp greeting
s to all

DAY & NITE CAFE

Boone's Laundry-Cle\-aners

Trent, Auburn and Vor
is

•

FAMOUS BRANDS' FOR MEN

otittrrt

LANCASTER - WALE:
"CHRITNIAS SHOPPING HEADQU
ARTERS"

• •

...••00..as•••••••••••••
1400•1••••ara,-...-.

•

JGAN

Wells

S.

sees

seeeee
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upon it that way," he said. "The
fact is that it's a masculine
occupation. Men know more
performers and getting paid for also tucks in or fluffs out the about how a woman should look
it.
curls of actresses in Broadway than women do."
Adler's work is done in conHis satisfied customers include shows. "The hair designs for "My
the 13 girls on the Perry Como Fair Lady" are my greatest junction with lighting directors
show, Patti Page, Patrice Mun- worts," says Adler. "They thought and customers. "You must be
set, Polly Bergen, Faye Emerson so much of hair for that show sure hair doesn't cast unflattering
and the multitude of performers, they spent
on it," he adds shadows. And you must flatter
face contours, too,"
female. who drop in for TV proudly.
At present, Patti Page keeps
guest shots.
Has Personal Style
By UNITED PRES $
Adler's own brown hair is him busy on Wednesday nights.
Adler, with seven assistants,
heads a strategic hair force that worn in what he calls "Mr. Each new gown she wears on
Y.
A.
Tittle and Tobin Rote
John style," after the noted hat- her one-hour show calls for a
are two National Football Leamaker. Formerly known as a new hairdo. Some night, Adler
gue quartetbacks vveio can run
Napoleon hairdo, this appears ,to twirls and shapes her 1°66(into
for their lives or just for the
be nothing more than a crew six different styles.
He's used to working on fun of it.
cut that won't stead up.
It Auler's hair suddenly turns heads-in-motion during backstage
They're prime examples of the
gray on him, chances are it commotion and admits even he "new school"
of NFL quartermoves
around
will happen on a Saturday, his
a lot when in backs and should
put on a fine
a barber's chair. "I lothe it
must hecuc time.
show for San Francisco fans and
At 11 a.m. on Saturday, he when they start snipping and the nation's
TV viewers in Sunusually starts by laut.sting over fussing with my hair," he said. day's
Western Divisiiin playoff
to the' Como show to dry comb "I give my own barber a rough game.
the girls. (Como, a former comb- time."
and-scissor man, attends to other
Pro quarterbacks used to say
uetails on the show). Then Adler
they never got their uniforms
ur warmed
isups over to the Metropolitan
dirty, but they have been living
4Spera House to prepare the
dangerously in recent years.
wishes to you arid
singers tor the matinee performBetter defenses against passes,
ance. Alter this, it's back to
LOWPOINT, Ill. —Mt—, Folks including crashing linebackers
Como, time out for a quick hereabouts
yours for a
have become ac- who often greet the quartersnack, back to the Met for customed to, Herb
Guth's 'new" back almost as soon as he takes
the evening performance, back old cars but
passers-by some- the ball from the center, have
house full of love
to Como for a final hair check, times wonder.
forced NFL teams to look for
and finally, to Polly Bergen's
Guth gads about in a shiny signal - callers who are agile
to fix her hair for her Saturday 1915 Fort-,
and happiness
complete with three enough to run when their renight show. "If there's ever a doors and
kerosene lights. The ceivers are covered. They also
'Saturday as g)i t opening on "junk yard"
all through the
on his farm here have to be rugged enough to
Broadway, I'm ciead," says Adler. has sioeral
other relics in var- stay in one piece when hit by
A pet Adler hate is the TV ious stages
of reconditioning.
big defensive huskies.
holiday season.
commercial that, spires to sell
"I like antiques," he said.
Tittle, 195-pound Forty-Niner
hair product*. "The Madison Ave. "I just
can't seem to throw any- vetenin, and Rote, 215 - pound
guys want every hair to be in thing away."
Lion star ,meet these require
place in those commercials," he
Just IloW Guth is working on ments. "I 'say if every hair is a 1920 Ford,
and plans to have
"Our kids have the Spirit to
ti place, you look like a freak.
it in good running shape in six win another," said coach Frankie
Look atf you hair." (We did,
psoniths Or SO.
Albert, predicting his' Forty what a mess). "Look at mine."
"I'm going to make this one Niners will, capture a berth op(We did as directed. Looked
complete
with
rnother-'in-law posite the Cleveland Browna in
somewhat windblown, too). "I
seat," he said.
the Dec. 29 league championship
like hair to look like hair," Adler
game. The Forty-Niners are
continued.
a •
three-point fivorites.
Hairdressers "Masculine"
coach George. Wilson of the
NOISY THING
Another Adler target, besides
Lions refused to predict victory
hair that's too neat, is the attiNEW YORK 114 — Fred Clark against a team that scored five
tude on the part of males that
hairdressing is for sissies. "The of Xenia, Ohio, heard an alarm- of its eight victories this year
time is past when men can look ing buzzing sound coming from by bur points or less.
In regular season games this'
his suitcase and called police.
Bomb squad detectives rushed year, the Forty-Niners scored a
to the Roosevelt Hotel where 35-31 victory over the Lion's at
Clark was. staying and took the San Francisco on Tittle's 41suitcase to the roof. Inside they yard pass to R. C. Owens with
found a battery-operated, vib- 11 seconds to play. The Liens
rating clothes brush humming won the return game at Detroit,
31-10.
away.

"JOE DAKOTA"
J A Y NE MANSFIELD
"THE BURGLAR"

Y & MONDAY
SWING

$7,000

O

ALAN FREI
*oaf eTtAziAtdo
mm1'RANDAZZO

LOOS OISRUN
wLIONEL NANPTON
aid Itla Band

Tittle And
Rote Run
For Fun

e
,)eaSoltel

* ENDS TONITE
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w Yankee Clipper Really Clips
By FRED DANZIG
d Praia Staff Correspondent
W YORK 11/‘ — With Joe
ggio retired, hair stylist
t Adler can stake a claim
e old nickname of "The
ee Clipper."
e 32-year old native of
n has the privilege of runhis fingers through the
es of television's prettiest

• 1.1.1~1141.....011•4410.1.....as•a•aualaillaaa*.nr

Making Old Autos
Run h Hobby
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Trees Are Given
Radioactive Diet

p/esuaing improved conservation from which rayon fabric Is
of trees as a natural resource.
made.
Anether result may be good
Mitchell said the experiments
news for consumers. The isotope Indicate "lite new completely
WHIPPANY, N. J. — SP -- tests will contribute to produc- washable rayons
are just about
Scientists are busy giving in- ion of stronger cellulose
fibers isere."
jections with king-size syringes
at a huge new • research plant
here in a pioneering experiment
with radio-active isotopes.
The unprotesting "patients" are
trees.
They are receiving Injections
of radioactive carbon 14 in a
controlled study of wood growth
factors, nutrient uptake and soil_
conekions underway at -the new
$1,300,000 Easern Reseanch Division laboratory of Rayonier,
Inc., a manufacturer of chemical
cellulose products.
Laboratory manager Dr. H. L.
Mitchell said the experiment is
believed, to be the first such
controlled study of problems in
timber growth and processing.
Fteeults, however, won't be
determined until next year when
trees, largely southern
pine,
injected with radioactive isotopeethis summer are felled, debarked, ground into fine Chips
and converted to chemical
Season's greetings and our thanks to
The isotopes will give off raall our friends whose patronage we value so
diation throughout the complex
highly! We're all aglow with warm wishes for
processing, permitting research
a holaay full of love, joy and good cheer!
workers to chock changes in
cellulose characteristiss effected
by chemical and mechanical
production steps.
Mitchell
said
information
gleaned from . the 'experiment
will be o great importance in

Crass Furniture Company

SAM CALHOUN

PLUMBING & ELECTRIC

best wishes
0

lu count

as among your

5

••St e ••

pint long dwell

low and your heart.
ti.

May the true spirit of Christmas

I

t is on a note of sincere appreciation that we thank you for your patronage and wish much holiday joy and

Have a wonderful holiday time, friends and
neighbors( Here's hoping that your Christmas will be the merriest and brightest ever.

good cheer to you and your family!

SALMON & RAY
Furniture & Appliance Co.

Murray Electric

bring joy to every home ...contentment to every heart. And throughout the coming year, may we all
know the peace and good will of which the angels sang on that Holy
Night, long04,kzo you and yours, we wish a very merry Chrisanss.

JAMES LASSITER AUTO SALES
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ITE CAFE

For The Benefit Of Late Christmas Shoppers

and Voris Wells

The Office Supply Department of the Ledger&Times

Will Be Open All Day Today

maxi

8:00 p.m.

4

Mr. Greene 0. Wilson Will Be On H and To Aid You In Your Selection.
W
Greene 0. Wilson

Lawlitgatatizionestestatrotisiagaign MittlaVSItiASM1476fiarSaYsTit

•

SMITH-CORONA PORTABLES, FIVE COLORS ... many other excellent gifts of a practical nature.
TYPEWRITER MECHANIC WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
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Turkey Not
As Noble
As Reported

DV:

per word tor tuft day, minimum of 17 wards for 50. go par word ter throe days elaielfled alla are payable let
advanow
AM.

• tact Loyd Tucker, '401 S. 12th
Street.
1321C

FOR SALE

I

•
FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
.
Coldwater Road: Phone
-M Open frm noon during
' Sat.
Ii days, all cia,
J1C

.7EDAR CHESTS, new, roomy,
handsnade, beautiful finish. Call
Joe Wimberly, 987-R. Excellent
Chniatmas gift.
D21C

upright typewriters left. Both in excellent
OUnchition. You can get either of
these two for a good price. Good
for a Chriatmas gift, or use it
yourself. See Greene Wilson,
Office Supply Department of
the Ledger & Times.
D21 nc

A-1, you
male Pointer, trained, Setter female 11 mo., doing
good work, beauties, registered, I HAVE seven
l good uses. v.'ashreasonable, Greene Wilson. Call ing machines priced
tut quack
1281.
D2lac sale. See M. G. Richamkson, 407
Su. 8th St., or phone 74.
D21C
Cusltiman Motor Shooters. Place
your orders n 0 w. fateellent
USE, 4 large iseurv, side and Christmas gifts. See M. G. RichAVAILABLE NOW. Smith Coel: porches, 2 acres land at anal:Pun, or call 74, Murray.
rona portable typewriters. Five
Larin Grove. Price 24,000. ConD21C ctifferent colors. A gift
that will
be good fur years to come. Office
S
Supply Dept. of the Ledger and
Answer to N.
day's Puzzle
Times.
D21nc
ACROSS
29-1'pends
030 DUG
31-110.1e of vehicle
1--,Tranquility
SIZA
24—Man, name
6-Journeys forth
FOUR ROOM of furniture, near15-Walk•
MOD MOO
11-Set of volumes
ly new. Including'kitchen and
inisteainly
OCEIME
12-Peaceful
36-A continent
14--4ioddess of
automatic wash ing machine.
MI
IMMO
(abbr.)
discord
37-In music, high
Owner moving out of town. Will
13-11ave a
31-Secret Writing
fondness felt
sacrifice for quick sale. Cali 701fpl.)
17-symbol kilt
Mg
35-11igh mountain
M-4 Sat., Sun. or Mon., Dec. 21,
calcium
40—Pronoun
OM 012:010
13-Raker's
41-11avIns less
22 or 23.
023P
DOG
product
color
15-Sleeveless
42-Turkish
30OVO 1100
regiment
Q.11101j5;
20-ealibt
Outt
flk
41-Walk le.surely
111-51alden loved
4:,-Commission
by Zeus
—4;0•11 by water
22-Swift
43—rtit Int° rail
2-Great Lake
.13-Tree trpnk
Pieces
3-Three-toed
34-Sticks to
FOR TOYS, hobby - craft and
rioth•
DOWN
34-Frolics
4-Symbol for
17-Finlskes
1 —Punotuatloa
traisehold
gifts, shop
Starks
cerium
:a-Appear
mark
Hardware "Where parking is no
5—Flees
4-Discharged
ptsblerri." 13th & Poplar. Phone
7-War
•
13 ;
"MPED on that Christmas
Visit the Off'se Supply
partinent of ilv Ledger and
r. Wonderful gift items that
practical Lou.
D21ne

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

n imam
mnmsg
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onemo
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PA 2ti
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um v.
'6 II Mg
lIl'6
II'9
'11111Mil
- MI'
.,M-

S—Communiet
-11Priiitees
nnea,
ure

10-0.1raiorranean
Isla nil
I-Cuttletlab
13-Enclosures for
animate
116-Sacrco hull
19-Pasteboards
20-Wanders
311-Lessell
43-Conseersto
It- Sin se
IS-kings
24-('rippedelnaely
29-Athletic groups
3n- tin vs
II -(the up
32-Interlur
33-Savory
3.7.-Raker's
products
34- 1111 ii
31—Wines.

41- Hs•aline
rootsoe k
of circle
44-Su. god
4i-Jansoeas
measure
42—Part

/as•tmomal •••••• •••••••••

By DELOS SMITH
United Preis Science Editor

ONLY Two used

BRITT'S GUN REPAIR. Antique
guns rebuin and repaired. Most
all parts avoilaule. Foreign and
antique ammunition available.
Nickel plating. Larnaurr Brat,
214 • Np::b 13th Street. Phone
155-W.
D20C
The Ezell Beauty School" and
the College E2auty Shc:,1 will be
closed on r: •cntxr Oa and 25
for Chlistmas.
D24C
WE WANT to hire some help.
Boys 10-14, honest, dependable
and wo..ng to work. Edward
Perry, phone 1659-J. Jimmie
Williams. phone 1103 or call 55.

ELIZABETH 13EIFIERT13 NEW NOVEL

The Doctor's Husban
,n of the nosel • publisher.
11) 1957 by Elizabeth Seifert
Dodd. /dead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
It. tir inter! by ye

.
17
i
i.toped a slier:tech tir or a ' .7*
'•
DItala%..ng we?k heat t condition. Lr. Liana ..u..c.:.. J
• tO. Se, •../4 6..
.
'
tlua
D Ti:
his wife must nee rum to -W11.
oent deo rneq,c1n2. .0:thiic and opdeath.
or drive SUM ruthltssly.
tors didn't seeciakze the way ...sty
Li watch the clinic in
Lately, Tracy discovered with- do tans Sr me men deca.ed t..ey
i.
11. c
As she fecuperated
la
the
past,five
years
Or
Dana
cwito
and would do a ere y. rue
4.1 t: e are, •adectonly. tier opirili i e 3.1::%.1 Dim doubt to agree- lied sought to confine ms prac- rent I us decided to iie.7.1
r
real t1.e.i p.ci.cased to ea- tice to ea:.es connected with the anything that napp.inect ins.de t to
heart. His friends and his pa' human skin. OS,. in thoze ‘...ys.
t:
t's It the hospital tients were against this specialt• there were ear anu throat men
Howdy Nisb - t, and eye
!
beds. and was Nation: the hospital and clinic
specialists, but a general pra ..' 1
dirt t.c clinic was an were not happy about it.
"lie's
so much better as a gm.." titionet was much more common
ot tweLty•three doe( •
es•-t rt in some declared Dr Girard, "There's no than he is now, partly because vie
one
in
our
grqup can do • eysto- bad to be. Their weren't so many
(it stirl.ial specialty.
.• all oitaintemsd offices ',copy like Dana. Why he wants specialists.
"But the field got bigger all
s in the 'general to call himself • heart specialist,
tile time: people didn't develop
0:1 oi College Mount, I'll never know!"
"But it takes no much more any new organs, but the doctors
.
7 r
-..tal facilities, and
. s-: em Is buildlnx, but than to call himself • specialist!" were studying more, and writing
to
le an organise. Tracy had said ettnekly theft. le.- lmore about what they studied.
.T.; md.:reiident of the hos- membering her non-protessional and it soon became difficult for
status here, she added, "1 mean, any doctor to read and underdon tO.S.'oil have to train in a cer- stard alt, or even halt, of the
it
half
of the tain way?"
T.:cy met at,
stuff that came in on him. When
•
a.ed ‘.octors end liked moat
"Everybody does but Dana," he went to a medical convoca•••• t na. From her bed she could growled the pleasant Dr. Girard. tion, ne had to decide what leclo
out ot the window at the
"I don't s', how he yet. away tures he would attend, what
retiy coil.-'e town settled into• idrith it, thought Tracy. And de- demonstrations he
wanted to
100 of the Nea England moun- cided that she meant to find out,
watch, and so on.
roi beauty alone, tit:::
On her last Saturday with the
"And without my really knowwoti!J Ire a wonderful place to Nisbete, her hosts arranged •"litLae. o• even to work Why didn't tle party." They were going to ing at first what was happening,
began to read only articles
I'Wetly work here? He could. invite the Danas.for supper. ". ..
These men were good! And their I thought, Tracy, that we'd eat about the heart. I began going
only
to heart clinics, and of
• r -- lee was varied andanterest- down by the run."
course when I spent so much
"Oh, yes!" agreed the girl hap- time on the heart, I began to tall
At wet k's end, Tracy went pily. "I love it down there."
behind on the rest of the body.
her.; to the Nisbet farm, and she
So It was planned, and so It Seel just told my patients that I
asl.ed more questions about the was done. Card tables, chairs, was specialising ir the been, that
lo-al medical service. Fier recent and food were transported to the 1 was a heart doctor, and that
emergency made her interest stretch of grass at the end of the was that. It took a little time; I
seem entirely natural.
garden; there ran a placid little still have a row old ladles I can't
She nut a Mr. Faradey, an at- stream, no more than ten feet seem to shake off."
torney, who was on the clinic wide, and shallow enough to ford
Tracy hit her lower lip She
hoard, and she found him charm- on foot. On the far bank was a was thinking of what at took,
ing. The Danas were the Nis- meadow sprinkled with golden these days, to be a certified
bets' closest friends, and they daisies and • few blue flowers. specialist. "Did you go back to
The far hills rose, dark with trees school?" she asked, assuming
tame oft, n to the farm.
Dr. Dans, a pompous little man, and toward evening little white that he had.
had 'come to sec Tracy in her cloteis gathered prettily about
"After thirty years' practice.
room at the hospital, introducing their summits.
that would have been a little silly.
An old apple tree, snaggle- You don't understand, my dear,
himself to her as • close friend
Of the Nishets', and he continued br an c hed and bowed, leaned how much a man leans in this
toward the water; one of its limbs work I'm .leing."
to be attentive.
From his own stories, and from had broken off and lay upon the
She nodded, and wished she
the wood bleached silver knew how to ask if he'd certified
ground,
while
In the hosthose she heard
sun.
and
rain
from
Dana
Dr.
that
learned
she
pital,
in his specialty- to ask without
"You ought to take that tree revealing her own professional
had been a gene;a1 practitioner in
the district for a matter of thirty- down," declafed Dr. Dana to his Identity.
host. "I"s an eyesore."
* five yearn.
She hadn't yet thought of a
"I like it right where it is," way when Mrs. Nesbit called them
He'd been a good doctor, the
liowd3rs
father. "The to come up to the tables and eat.
sort of whom patients say, "It declared
Dr. Rob told me I needed my head tree and all make a good compo- The men became overly solicitous
sition."
it."
In
the
do
hint
cut off I'd let
for the comfortable seating of
"You and your painting!" the pretty young woman In her
hospital, Tracy wan told many instances Of his devotion to his pa- snorted the doctor.
gingham frock and blue hair rib-If you can turn yourself into bon. "You know I'm well," she
tients, of his astuteness in overall
diagnosis and treatment. She •Ixo a heart specialist at sixty-two," reminded them. "I'm going home
heard tales of his sharp tongue demanded Mr. Nesbit, "why can't tomorrow!"
and his almost female vindictive- I become an artist?"
"Yon don't work hard enough
ness in re-rutin times and circum•
Unexpected eompllat it. for one thing." said Dr.
Ea flees
cation,. arise alien Tracy ils• It .1,111..11 that Dr. Dana had liens,
litre was Tracy's opening, and eo‘ere !load) Nlahet Is in love
small respect for women, their
nunds. their judgment, their sense she would make the most of it. uith her. Ile mire tot follow the
rots in totnorrow's
of fair play. lie W/14 fixed in eer- -Dr. Dana," she said eagerly, dramatic
tam theories about women and "just how did you go about installment of "'nee Doctor's
their ((feet on men. If a man changing from a general prac- Ilutiband."

SERVICES OFFERED
01EAD STOCK es M0Valli free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfleid 433, Union Citv
1306.

(

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Weimerarna female puppy, ; months old, wearing collar.
May be in vicinity of southwest
of Wu.sdland. Please call 1480-M
D2aC

NEW YORK t - Scientists
are objectively factual (you will
please understand) and that is
why Clnristznas aids year comes
at the same time as a highly
neeative scientific report on the
turkey.
"Nice things are to. be said
about the noble bird," the report acknowledged in its beginning. and there after said nothing nice about it at all.
Indeed, the turkey "lately has
become notorious," the reason
being that mince can demonstrate that turkeys are "a reservoir" a ease, ornithosis.

periodical
tectutical
circulated
arming physicians by the Abbott
L.oboratones, Nor.h
The
issue with the negative turkey
was
report
labeled
"special
Christmas edition."
Reviewing all that is known
scientifically about the virus, the
report noted its strange behavior. There are ayirulen-that is,
utterly harmless-strains. These
strains have been found in areas
where the kiliing strains were
infecting flocks. Is :here an unknown inechanlsm which makes
harmless
a
strain
suddenly
ila antel?
'i he disease causes few if any
symptoms in oliaer oiras and its
existence in turkeys ai.en is not
noticed "until cases Ltcor in human contacts" of the birds. But
younger liirds`show sympiorns"their feathers become ruffled,
they refuse food and become
weak and emaciated before some

phicago.

of • hern finally die." Many' of
these seem to recover but they
eiim:na:e virus fur long periods.

i

UR RA RR R9311204

111311
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HOSPITAL

SCRAP BRINGS RIOT CALL

INSURANCE

HIGHLAND PARK, 'Calif.
-Police cars raced with lights
flashing and sirens screeching to
answer a riot call. The first
officer to arrive at the scene of
the report radioed headquarters
no additional help was needed.
The fight beteveen two 12-year
old boys was all over.

Phone 1867-W

H. R. SCOTT
1604 Calloway
Local Representative
nosiness Metes Ann, Ca

Murray Lumber Cu. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St.
Phone 262

Same As Parrot Fever

()mi.:hos-is is the same disc:4
LOST: Beagle hound, female, as parrot fever or psittacosis.
black, while, and tan head, name From the standpoint oha human
Tillie. Call B. S'.,roud. Pti.ne 80. victim, the differer.c
1; in
whellLr P,5 pickc't no
-tn
from a sacx turkzy 11 a sick
parrot or parakeet.
However, from the viewpoint
3 ROOM. unturnislhed apartment- :I pc pie who have no o.her
Call 672-W.
DZIC connect with the turkey than to
Chris.mas
one
at
eat
and
3 ROOM furmshad apar,ment. ThapkAriving, there is not even
Ground floor, hotwater and bath, • Milrablance of anything to wor1306 W. Main, Fh. 325.
DZiC ry about.
An infected- human beings
have been turkey growers and
processors - persons in 'coniact
with flacks of the living bird.
Health authorities in all turkeyBICYCLES, 24 incn. one boys
ano one giro, $12.ou each. Lae. 1 rowing states enforce ptrict
1010-11t. D.S1P r
The report based its reservoir
HOT POINT dencte electric I , barge against the turkey on
eAceuent coniai.ion, 1956 i le fact that epidemics of the
lieeson tor Se...115, MO.,- , ;sease periodically break out in
ing. Call 1610,
1)24C widely scattered turkey flocks.
LASSITER Cloth Shop will be In all cases there was no way
for he virus to ge. from an
•
1DGIC infected flock to an uninfected
_
one.
KKK WARNED
Stints In Unaffected Flock
LOND.o..
lbcrtLre, the virus must have
.secretary
R. A. butler has warned Dut exilled in the unirsteca.d flock
"appropriate aciitin'' would ow all along. Then wha: caused the
tasen it necessary against writers Inactive virus suddenly to be.1
AU
r.,
Alan
tatters' t• •
ac„iee and 1,-, s.art sickenLirittah memoers
t eat
ing and killing turkeys? That s
41141 oilier parr -n•.
.he r.ce questi.m about this
coming Iran itie viz u
„ase sconce must annese °ern letoortieti re- sv:ar st.inehow. But all virus
.,e.•ed here pt recent mon.hs. AU .iisease are loaded -whh unan-•
have cf.mmenteei .n racial mat- swerea quesui.o.s.
'he report was container' in a
ters.

FOR RENT

We wish for all
our friends the
greatest joys of
Christmas time.

I To Late To Classify

ASIACA DESIA - Around six
ounces of sequins protect 24year-old Debra Paget from -the
rigors of Las Vegas. Nev.. as
she goes into act. She lust shed
a film cuntracL (international)
01.

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

.111.60AA,

INSURANCE AGENTS

FIRE — CASUALTY

AUTOMOBILE-

—

•••••.•

National Stores

Gatlin

Telephone 331

• Dale & Stubblefield Drug

Miirt,
t1

PRESCRIPTIONS

KentUL

it Does

Make A Difference Who Writes Yo.2. Insurance"
----•
by Ernie Buskasiller

NANCv

FOOTBALL I
STADIUM

like

Bab

op-

.11111
411111

PIP

411,-
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SURGICAL

FOOT BALL]

HOORANfil
YEOWV/H,/
\\Owe

STADIUM

WHAT'S
THE
IDEA?

I

HAD

LARYNGITIS
WHEN MY
TEAM WON
THE BIG
GAME
LAST
WEEK

-•
tee 'Cu(-'-$W,q,,c,t
•••
••0.
Co• ,•,,or
v•

•••••

•

t, •
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ABBIE an' SLATS

by Raebure Vas Buren
,
HE wAy A MIND CAN PLAY TRICkS
ON A BODY IS A CAUTION,SLATS; I'VE
NEVER BEEN ONE T'SrE GE405T5 IN
ATTICS OR ROBBERS UNDER MY BEDUNTIL(SHUDDER)
/
y
A1OR8IDA DAWN
HAPPENED
ALONG.'

WA `Qt.I 4/se,E UP YARNS,
MAYBE YO/ OLIGHTA BE A
STORY WRITER.
YOURSELF,
AUNT AE81G.'

'rIE

YOU'VE GOT IC CHOICE,
MOREUDA - YOU'RE l'UST
FOLLOWING ORDERS MY ORDERS:

*

.11

UL' ABNER

IS Thr LEASH
OKAY, MA'M

by Al Capp

IT'LL DO. NOW, THE
BRAT WILL ALWAYS
BE IN EASY SHOOTING

DISTANCE—

ANY
FOOD
IN THIS
JOINT?

-piN

MI?-GE1- YOUR

0A
DLI_
0
1A, Vo—

KIDS
MAINLY PO'K CHOPS!!YO'KIN FR"/ME SOME,
OR BAKE ME SOME —
OR STEW
A FEW---

APRON ON,BUSTER!!
FROM NOW ON,

Vou'Rg.THE SERVANT
AROUND HERE!!

I
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{Seek To
Perfect
Good Fuel

Infant!
Sti
Be Neel
By NORMS
u n eel Press SI
PARIS IP —
Tr acs • he NA'

• 4'

7

.
5 I• r
sit a
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..15 so

New Farmers Face
Big Money Problem,

P'• TOM NELSON
D...-s Staff C

fi (liar maks.
All aboard for a real old fashioned
Christmas, overflowing with joy and good
cheer Here's hoping that the
•

happiness of the Holiday Season
will
Linger in your heart to: a long
time to come

Western Kentucky Stages
Phone 456

S.

,-*a •
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dent
JP —Scientists
Vl'ashiugton.
John Adams.
Jefferson.
Modiste's.
are s•-•i•ine to parfect a
Monroe,
67
John Quincy
solid
ft*
83
--hrh
73
Adams, 80
el4minate
soor, of the bugs in U.S.
missiles
bus,- wsre shotl'itted a
—tilt ago by failorS of a Van-••••
sa•ellate test r rketat
Cisaveral. Fa. Vanguard's
fist: and 5end stages are liquid
fueled.
R -ckets using liquid fuel must
box
tretnendoualy complicated
inst•-..: The fuels themselves are
sk.•-.,h and hard to handle.
Theodore
Taft,
%Vilma*.
Thc.r virtues are hilt energy
'Harding.
Roosevelt, 00
Coolidge, - ,R00
Frank
.' eek
‘e
lin
llin
72
t, D.
63
67 •
and cort.rolhble burning time.
37
60
MODERN-DAY PRESIDINTS DIE YOUNGER—
esserrial to firing accuracy.
Average age of at drat six
row) at death was 79 years, s month
U. S. Presidents i top
A solid fuel equally p owerful
s. Average age of the last
six tbottom row) to die was
years, 2 months. There have been
and c.in•raillable would simplify
63
vast advances in medical care
since
those early days, too, so
exigencies of the modern-day piesidency
or do away with a haat of mismust be every bit as telling
as reported. (haeraational)
fit(' problems. 'Si this country,
ace iding to a source in a posi(ion
know. is "enormously silts IIRISMS) and the Atlas iems are simple to construct
and placed into operation.
ape: --l'ng up" solid fuel develop- and Than intercontinental bal- di r-i't need special fuel
tanks,
Production of boh the That
(4CHMS).
ment in i's racia with Russ-ia for tis!ic
pumps, lines, arid valves. He and
Jupiter, authorized by Demite supremacy.
Solid fuels Icng have been us- noted that liquid oxygen, used fense Secretary Neil H. McElr
oy,
The Navy has made big strides
ed Ynr small rockets, particularly in many big missiles, "creates is expected to proceed indef
toward sudh an engine in the
iniprble
nki."
by
the Navy which doesn't like
tely. Eventually, however,
,
P:larts. a 1.300-nalle
the
Meanwhile. the administration ono which turns
to handle tricky liquid fuels
out to be the
mes:-.1e designed for launching
on is
going ahead with piano to less effiolent probably
shipboard. But a solid fuel capafrom submarines.
will
produce Thom and Junkers and washed out.
ble of driving a big miaeile
Par: of she two-billion-dollar
1400
get. 15 of each .stationed in Eumiles and petting it accur
ately
boos- in defense speneing next
rope by the end of next year.
on target is still to be
SANTA TOO HURRIED,
perfected.
year will be used to speed deDespite the teckous hours-long
Witli
am
M.
Fi•ila
day ,the Deve:.ornent of :he Polaris.
b
checks with precede every test
fence Department's direc
DOTHAN, Ala.
tor of
1..quid fuels drive all the oth— Santa
firing of these missiles now Claus
giided missiles, pointed up
, per.raseii by Art Creamer.
er b.g "b.zds" under developdie
advan.ages of solid fuels
military leadeis oelieve these was late
fir .hc Malvern Baptist
ir.
men'—the Thor and Jupiter inspeech no: long ago.
big missiles can be fired on 15 church
Chrismas party. A pol-,
term -alive lenge ballistic misinimit
Hotaday
es'
notice
when
they are
solid fuel sys2.I h m for speeding.
--V
..

1

URBANA, III
-The
main
problem
f•tbeginning
farmers today is a financial one,
aocording to a UniversitY of Ill:1:•is farm ecanomist.
High capital
of beginning farmers may easily average
$8.00() or more, said F. J. Reiss.
He warned against farming on a
small scAle :0 keep down the
amount borrowed.
In addition to paying ff debts,
.hose who start farming have a
psblem of building up volume,
Reiss said. Earnings may actual!s• be in ihe rosin of increased
inventories which can't be used
I.) pay off deb s.

Beginning

farm

families

ing standards, %they buy inure
things fur calk and use less
borne-grown goods asi (*services.
Furthermore -huut 440 per
cent of :l& wives ot recen
t
beginning .armii-s wile not farm•
Rei:.; palmed out. Thus,
their stanthrds in hi' ne furnishings, travel :-ori -- ;•reation were
different.
,
STAY OFF
OGDEN, U•sh --tP— A rustler who stole eight horses from
plain City may get a shock if
ha tries to ride any of hem.
ik
The horses are bucking, stock
tked by a rodeo producer.

WALLIS DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday

•

for your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Chur
ch flour

gwAvi:w1,:wgwrr-517g-tr.grw-ggor.vri
I

• COSMETICS

to
wish
her

r

• COSTUME
JEWELRY

• SPORTSWEAR

When jolly old Santa makes

Merry

Christma

his annual trip to your home,
may he find eaery eye bright,

I

I.
• NOVELTY

GIFT ITEMS

every heart light with
the happiness

are

.difterptik from those of a generation ag-,---evey have high liv-

g

of this

joyous season.

SPECIAL on SKIRTS
by FRELICH and MAYFAIR

1

MATCHING SKIRTS and SWEA
TERS I
by JANTZEN
114

Cards

""bg
Poat
so?.

For All Occasions
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always have lots of
parking space hut with college out for the holidays,
•
we have unlimited Free
We

Just a friendly message
to thank you for your patronage
and wish you and your loved ones a
holiday season full of
friendship, good cheer,
"b good health and much happiness!

West Kentucky
Lumber Co.
Freeman Johnson, Owner

parking space; We would
love to have you visit us.
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'TIL8p.m.

Him Wilson Motor Sales
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Jones Produce

Variety Shop

On Olive across from Woods
Hall
Phone 2078
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FROM YOUR AUTHORIZED FORD DE
ALER
In The Spirit of the Season. we send to yo
u our greetings
and good wishes for a Christmas rich in ho
pe, peace and
love.

PARKER MOTORS
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